
Title: Compost Orchestra
Duration: 20 mins Group Size: whole class Year level: Juniors

Supervision level Self Directed   Minimal supervision Supervised   X

Materials Required: Song sheets, compost animal charts (Gould league) and equipment to make 

appropriate noise to match compost creatures, conductors stick.

Indoor:  Outdoor:

Intro lesson:    Rotation activity: 

Spring     Summer  Autumn      Winter         All year 

What? (Learning focus) Identifying, discovering, connecting with  and describing different soil 

organisms.

How? (Process)Brainstorm describing words for some of the creatures and talk about where they 

live and what they eat.  Do you think they make noise.  Imagine if we have supersonic hearing and 

listen to the compost you might hear the compost orchestra burst into song.  What types of noises 

do you think they would make?  Today you're going to create a compost orchestra.  Sit in a circle 

each student gets some equipment used to make their compost creatures noise eg. Mini garden 

forks for millipedes, leaves to rustle for leaves, wet sponge for slugs etc. You are the conductor and 

read the poem and each organism makes the sound after you finish their section – use your stick to 

conduct.  The final line lets everybody make noise together repeat a few times if they're enjoying it. 

Why? (key concepts) Using imaginations and different senses to explore the world of soil 

organisms. Decomposition

Accompanying activity ideas:  

1. Compost critter hunts

2. Mini beasts magnified

3. Compost Orchestra – make noise makers that represent the sounds you think a soil creature would 

make eg. Jar with seeds for butchy boy etc, garden hand forks for millipedes

X

X

X



COMPOST ORCHESTRA

Down in the compost

under the leaves

kicking up their heals are the clickety millipedes

And out of the wood work 

rolls the butchy boys (slater)

while the slugs and snails make that slippy sloshy noise

Whats that? It sounds like water on the boil

Uh huh its the gurgling of worms deep in the soil

The compost orchestra 1, 2, 3

Sing your soil song for me!!


